HOLLAND IMPORTS
www.hollandimports.com

COMMERCIAL

GROWING

GARDENING TOOLS
FOR THE WORKING
PROFESSIONALS

PRECISION WITHOUT COMPROMISE

OUR STORY
For nearly 50 years, Holland Imports has helped Canadians complete thousands of projects
on the job site and in the home through its wide selection of quality tools, hardware, seasonal
products, and accessories. Our longevity has earned us the trust and respect of our customers
and manufacturers alike.
We have come a long way since our establishment in the early 1970s as an independent
hardware store in British Columbia. We now offer more than 25,000 items everyday across many
categories in a multitude of brands and price points. We work with end-users and hundreds of
factories to continuously develop and launch new products; and we have been able to complement
our programs in Garden, Hardware, Patio, and Christmas with an assortment of Commercial
Growing Products. Throughout our growth, we remain family-owned and are firmly committed to
creating value for our customers through the quality of our brands, excellent customer service,
and competitive pricing.
As we move forward, we are confident that our deep experience in this sector, our hands-on
approach, our drive to always do better, and our integrity will be the
reasons why customers can count on Holland Imports.
Holland Imports Inc
@holland_imports
Holland Imports Inc

BRANDS

Holland Greenhouse offers value to the home
owner on quality gardening products and
supplies. Our product selection ranges from the
latest innovation in gardening trends to the tried
and true traditional tools, all at affordable prices.
Please visit hollandgreenhouse.ca for more info.

The Holland Greenhouse Plus line is designed for
the professional gardener, delivering superior
quality products at an affordable price. Products are
developed with the user’s needs and function in mind.
Features include comfort and ergonomic designed
handles and grips, precision blades with specialized
non-stick coatings, and durable lightweight material
to ease strain on repetitive use applications.

“Precision without compromise”
Greenhouse Pro provides both classic and
innovative cutting tools for the commercial
growing industry. We use stainless and SK5 steel
which allows our tools to be sanitized, preventing
cross contamination between delicate herbs &
plants. New innovative tools provide efficiencies for
specific cutting functions. Tools range from use on
delicate herbs to heartier vegetables and flowers.

www.hollandimports.com
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DISPOSABLE UV SAFETY GLASSES
−− UV Coated to 99.9% UVA/UVB
−− Anti-Fog & Scratch Resistant
−− Meets Z87.1+ANSI

“CLEAR”

“TINTED”

G001330

G001331

UV SAFETY GLASSES
−− UV Coated to 99.9% UVA/UVB
−− Anti-Fog & Scratch Resistant
−− Meets Z87.1+ANSI
−− Soft Rubber Temple & Nose Piece
−− Wrap around design for comfort

“CLEAR”

“TINTED”

G001336

G001337

GLASSES
PROTECTION FROM UVA
+ UVB RAYS CAUSED BY
NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

PRO

www.hollandimports.com
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PRO

BREATHABLE COMFORT
FOR EVERY DAY USE

GLOVES
BAMBOO NITRILE GLOVES
−− Seamless breathable knit rayon liner with durable
nitrile palm coating for snug comfortable fit
−− Machine washable
−− Rayon manufactured from bamboo
−− Fiber content:
Rayon from bamboo 67%, Nylon 23%, Other 4%

“X-SMALL”
G000500
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“SMALL”

“LARGE”

G000501

G000503

“MEDIUM”

“X-LARGE”

G000502

G000504
HOLLAND IMPORTS

Commercial Growing

CUTTING
TOOLS
SANITIZABLE COMMERCIAL GRADE MATERIALS;
SAFE FOR CUTTING EDIBLE HERBS AND PLANTS

STRAIGHT-CUT
RATCHET-CUT

2-IN-1 POWERPRO PRUNER

2-IN-1 POWERPRO LOPPER

−− Easily changes from straight-cut
to ratchet when cutting large or
difficult branches.
−− Non-stick teflon coated
SK5 steel blade.
−− Includes oil wipe and safety lock.

−− Easily changes from straight-cut to
ratchet when cutting large or difficult
branches.
−− Non-stick teflon coated SK5 blades.
−− Aluminum handles for light-weight
durable use.

PRO

8"
P011304

www.hollandimports.com

30 - 1/2"
S005300

6

PRO

7

BYPASS PRUNING SHEAR

BYPASS PRUNING SHEAR

−− Bypass pruning shear with SK5 steel
on the upper cutting blade and S50C
steel on the lower for precision cutting
−− Curved stainless steel blade is
designed to make a smooth clean cut
when trimming soft stems and woody
growth without crushing or tearing
−− The lock can be easily secured or
released with the thumb

−− Heavy duty pruning shear featuring
forged aluminum blade with non-stick
teflon coating
−− Sap grooves wick sap away keeping
cutting edge sharp
−− Lightweight with non-slip comfort grips

7"
P011306

FORGED BYPASS PRUNER

QUICK RELEASE PRUNER

−− Forged steel blade is precision
sharpened for clean cuts
−− Platinum satin finish provides superior
abraison resistance
−− Features double dipped handle: PVC
layer will not slip, while foam provides
comfort

−− SK5 Upper blade holds a sharp edge
−− Ergonomically shaped aluminum
handle with TRP comfort strip provide
strength while using
−− The easy off lock releases when the
pruner is squeezed shut
−− Easy to clean and sanitize to prevent
cross contamination

8 - 1/2"
P011298

ANVIL RATCHET PRUNER

ANVIL LOOP PRUNER

−− Lightweight ratchet action
teflon coated steel blade
−− Top handle has a textured grip
to help avoid slipping and the
bottom handle has finger grips
−− Ambidextrous lock

−− Lightweight cast aluminum
body makes maneuvering easy
−− Loop handle keeps branches
and thorns away from knuckles
−− Rubber comfort grip
−− Ratchet action means easier
cutting with less effort
−− Ambidextrous lock

8"
P011255

HOLLAND IMPORTS

8 - 1/2"
P011230

7 - 3/4"
S005315

8"
P011258

Commercial Growing

MULTI-FUNCTION SHEAR
−− Designed for sharp clean cuts, perfect
for detail trimming, flower cutting and
handicrafts
−− Quality stainless steel multi- purpose
shear with TRP soft grip handle
−− Includes protective sheath for blade
−− Blades can be sanitized

PRUNING SCISSORS [SHORT]

PRUNING SCISSORS

−− Short snip garden pruning scissors
−− The short blade with the long neck allows
precise cutting when reaching into dense
or delicate foliage
−− The soft non-slip grip handle gives comfort
and control when doing detailed clipping
−− SK5 High carbon steel blade designed to
hold a sharp edge over repeated use
−− Blades can be sanitized

−− Perfect for cutting flowers, plants and
delicate foliage
−− Garden pruning scissors
−− Stainless steel blade with poly handle
provides smooth clean cutting action
reduce hand strain
−− Stays sharp during multiple uses
−− Blades can be sanitized

PRO

7 - 1/2”
P011336

www.hollandimports.com

5 - 1/8”
P011340

7 - 1/4"
P011338

8

PRO

MINI TRIMMER

TITANIUM MICRO TRIMMER

−− Trimmer with stainless steel blades
−− Heavy duty stainless steel ultra sharp
needle nose hand snips
−− Lightweight design with soft grip handles
provide comfort during use
−− Secure locking feature when not in use
−− Perfect for trimming flowers, dead heading,
harvesting fruit and vegetables
−− Blades can be sanitized

−− Curved blade provides precision access
to foliage, while the titanium blades do
not react to chemicals nor rust

6 - 1/2”
P011330

6 - 3/4”
P011331

Cutting Surface

ANGLED TRIMMER
−− Angled stainless steel blade pruning snip
−− The lightweight soft TPR grip allows
comfort during use
−− Angled blade for dead heading buds
−− Center cutting surface for shaping
−− Perfect for deadheading, trimming
and shaping
−− Blades can be sanitized

9

PRUNING TRIMMER

7”
P011332

−− Straight long nosed blades for precise
pruning and flower cutting
−− Quality SK5 Japanese stainless steel blade
with forged aluminum handle combines sharp
precision trimming with light weight comfort
−− Flute spring allows for smooth and easy use
−− Replaceable blades
−− Can be fully sanitized

HOLLAND IMPORTS

8”
P011334

Commercial Growing

ACCESSORIES
Professional equipment

NYLON POUCH

REPLACEMENT SPRINGS

−− Durable nylon pouch holds
your favorite cutting tool for
quick easy access.
−− Pouch can be worn on a belt
or clipped to waistband.

−− Available to fit all standard
pruners (2-piece per Pack)

10"

2pc

P011344

P011290

GRAFTING KNIFE
−− Stainless steel grafting
knife is perfect for
detailed stemming or
working with hybrids.

7"
P011346

MULTI SHARPENER
−− Multi-purpose sharpener
made with tungsten
carbide for quick easy
sharpening of cutting tools.
−− Oil cap allows for easy
cleaning and sharpening
of cutting edge.

5-1/8"
P011342

PRO
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PRO

HANDY TIE GUN SET
−− Easy to use garden tape dispenser, gently binds
stem to plant support.
−− Replacement tape and staples also available.
3pc
Gun - Staples - Tape
T009242

REPLACEMENT PARTS

11

Tape - Single
66' Length (20m)

Staples
604E-L x 4800pc

T009243

T009244
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Commercial Growing

BATTERY SPRAYERS
All rechargeable lithium batteries

BATTERY SPRAYER
−− Built-in rechargeable lithium
battery with USB cable
−− Charge light indicator
−− Adjustable spray/mist
1.2 L
S010401

BATTERY SPRAYER
−− Built-in rechargeable
lithium battery with
USB cable
−− Charge light indicator
−− Adjustable spray/mist

5L
S010403

BATTERY SPRAYER
−− Removable lithium battery
and charger
−− Battery has a 5 bar working
pressure indicator
−− Stainless steel lance,
adjustable nozzle and comfort
carrying strap

PRO

www.hollandimports.com

8L
S010402
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WAT E R I N G

SPRAYERS
Trigger / Pump / Pressure

TRIGGER SPRAYER
−− Spray nozzle fully adjustable
from fine mist to jet stream

500 mL

1000 mL

S010418

S010419

PUMP SPRAYER
−− Steel pump rod
−− Pressure relief valve
−− Thumb controlled lock feature
−− Brass Nozzle
(S010425G only)

1L

2L

S010420G

S010425G

PRESSURE SPRAYER

360° HAND SPRAYER

−− Heavy duty tank with comfort handle
−− Adjustable nozzle from jet to fine mist
−− Lockable trigger for continuous
spraying
−− Safety valve to protect against over
pumping

−− Pump sprayer with lock,
heavy duty tank, aluminum
pump and large mouth
opening for ease of filling

13

5L

8L

1.5 L

2L

S010430N

S010432N

S010452

S010454
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Commercial Growing

MADE WITH LEAD-FREE,
BPA-FREE MATERIALS FOR
SAFE-WATERING

SAFE
SAFE-WATERING
Made in the USA

SOAKER HOSE
−− Lead free & Eco safe
−− Made from at least 65% recycled rubber
−− Save up to 70% water usage
−− Safe-watering

3/8” x 25’

3/8” x 50’

HS38025N

HS38050N

SPRINKLER HOSE
−− Lead free & Eco safe
−− Three tube configuration white stripe indicates proper positioning
−− Consistent gentle spray
−− Safe-watering

5/8” x 50’
HSP58050N

RV MARINE HOSE
−− 300+ PSI burst rating
−− Light weight, flexible and easy to store
−− Lead free coupling with hose armour to prevent kinking at the spigot
−− Safe-watering

WAT E R I N G

www.hollandimports.com

3/8” x 25’

3/8” x 50’

HRV12025N

HRV12050N
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WAT E R I N G

HEAVY-DUTY
Made in the USA

HEAVY-DUTY HOSE
−− High performance burst strength at 400+ lb PSI
−− Thicker construction than average hoses
−− Lead free coupling with hose armour to prevent kinking at the spigot

5/8” x 50’

5/8” x 100’

HH58050N

HH58100N

3/4” x 50’

3/4” x 100’

HC34050N

HC34100N

3/4” x 50’

3/4” x 100’

HF34050N

HF34100N

CONTRACTOR GRADE HOSE
−− High performance 500 PSI burst rating
−− Temperature range: -10 °C to 65 °C | 14 °F to 149 °F
−− Designed for maximum flexibility for kink resistance even under pressure
−− Crush resistant brass couplings and protective metal spiral collar

FARM GRADE HOSE
−− High performance burst strength at 500+ lb PSI
−− Lead free couplings with hose armour to prevent kinking at the spigot
−− Safe-watering

15
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ACCESSORIES
Hoses / Watering

HOSE CARRIER

STEEL HOSE HANGER

−− Durable soft poly, wraps
hose with carrying handle to
provide convenient storing
and carrying of hose
−− Hose not included

−− Capacity: 5/8” x 150’ hose
−− Simple and convenient
−− Easy wall-mount installation

H008675

H008694

GARDEN MISTER

IRRIGATION BAG

−− Flexible coil mist allows you to
coil or wrap mister to finely
mist garden, patios and more

−− Helps with transplanted trees
−− Good to use in dry climates or
during water restrictions
−− Provides slow-release irrigation

W000022

SHUT-OFFS
Poly
Poly
On/Off lever 2-Way “Y” shut-off
N000428

WAT E R I N G

N000430

S010600

IRRIGATION SPIKE
Zinc
Zinc
On/Off lever 2-Way “Y” shut-off
N000435

N000335

−− Durable poly irragation spikes allow
water to penetrate deep into the soil
−− Great to use in drier soil or with
roots that require a deeper watering
−− 3-Piece set

www.hollandimports.com

W000025
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WAT E R I N G

BRASS SWEEPER NOZZLE

ADJUSTABLE BRASS TWIST NOZZLE

−− 2” Length
−− For power washing siding and
driveways

−− Available in 3”, 4”
−− Adjust from fine mist to jet

2”

3”

4”

N000600

N000602

N000603

PROFESSIONAL TWIST NOZZLE

HEAVY DUTY METAL NOZZLE

−− Full length 6” brass adjustable nozzle
−− Hand grip is comfortable soft TPR
rubber insulated for hot and cold

−− 5-1/2”
−− Brass stem
−− Adjustable screw and wand
−− Lock clip
−− Threaded front
−− Finger grips

6”
N000598

5-1/2”
N000555

HEAVY DUTY METAL NOZZLE

PROFESSIONAL INSULATED NOZZLE

−− 4-1/2”
−− Brass stem
−− Adjustable screw and wand
−− Lock clip

−− Heavy duty zinc body with brass stem
and spray face
−− Comfort grip TPR insulated coating
−− Covered threaded front for attaching
appliances
−− Nylon lever and stainless steel lock-on
lever

4-1/2”
N000550

ALUMINUM BREAKER HEAD WAND
−− 30” Length
−− Aluminum wand with shut-off
−− All aluminum head

6”
N000515

FLAT SOAKER
30”

N000573

−− Very efficient watering with minimal
run-off, uses up to 70% less water
−− Flexible, kink resistant, and very
easy to handle
−− Ideal for vegetable gardens, shrubs,
flower beds, and walkways

5/8” x 25’

5/8” x 50’

HFS58025

HFS58050

ATTACHMENTS
Head
(400mm)

Head
(1000mm)

N000571

N000572
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SUPPORT
Equipment

GARDEN BAG

POLY TUBBY

−− 22” height x 17” depth
−− Multi-purpose use
−− Carry handle
−− Collapses for easy storage

−− Soft poly garden bucket
with 25 L capacity

G000103

C006800

STEEL WHEELBARROW

POLY WHEELBARROW

−− Steel Tray
−− 16” Flat Free Tire
−− 60” Wood Handle
−− Load Capacity: 130 kg
−− Tray bolts from underneath

−− Poly Tray
−− All metal frame & handles
−− 16” pneumatic tires
−− Dual wheel

6-Cu.Ft.
W000429

GARDEN CART

FLATBED GARDEN CART

−− Heavy steel welded diamond grid
−− Front axle swivels for tight turns
−− 13” Pneumatic tires
−− Tray is 48” W x 24” L x 10” H
−− 5/8” Sq. tube side frames (Removable)
−− Maximum load capacity 660 lb / 300 kg

−− Heavy duty steel mesh
−− Front axle swivels for tight turns
−− 13” pneumatic tires
−− Tray is 48” W x 24” L
−− Maximum load capacity 660 lb / 300 kg

WAT E R I N G

C000395

www.hollandimports.com

10-Cu.Ft.
W000445

C000397
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WAT E R I N G

GREEN JUTE TWINE

GREEN POLY TWINE

−− 200’ Length (61m)
−− Won’t cut into plants
−− 24 Rolls / PDQ

−− 495’ Length (150.9m)
−− Extremely gentle on plants
−− 20 Rolls / PDQ

200'

495’

T009250

T009270

JUTE TWINE

SISAL TWINE

−− 200’ (61m) or 500’ (152.4m)
−− Great for gardening use
−− Won’t cut into plants
−− 24 Rolls / PDQ

−− 300’ Length (91.4m)
−− Suited for heavy duty
tasks

200’

500’

T009255

T009257

300’
T009260

PRE-CUT TWIST TIES
−− Ideal for tying plants,
vegetables, and vines
−− 100pc

COTTON TWINE
−− 392’ Length (119.5m)
−− Great for gardening &
household use

8”
T009225

GARDEN “T” LABELS

200’
T009265

−− Convenient labels for
marking your garden plants
−− 10pc or 50pc

TWIST TIE DISPENSER

SOFT TWIST WIRE TIES

−− On reel with cutter
−− Vinyl coated steel wire
−− Ideal for tying plants
vegetables & vines

−− Gentle on hands & plants
−− Strong, flexible, & reusable

10pc

50pc

T009230

T009233

98.5’

164’

328’

16.5’

49.2’

T009200

T009100

T009125

T009210

T009220

BAMBOO STAKES
−− Heavy duty natural bamboo
−− Supports plants & trees in an
upright position
−− Available in lengths of
2’ - 3’ - 4’ - 5’ - 6’
−− Retail pack of 12 / 25 or bales of
500 / 1000 (depending on size)
19

2’ - 25pc

3’ - 25pc

4’ - 25pc

2’ - 1000pc

3’ - 1000pc

4’ - 1000pc

B000282N

B000283N

B000284N

B000282

B000283

B000284

5’ - 12pc

6’ - 12pc

5’ - 500pc

6’ - 500pc

B000285N

B000286N

B000285

B000286
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HIGH VELOCITY
Powerful 3-speed motor (super-hi-low)
4-position accessible mounted control
3-prong safety power cord
Meets UL, O.S.H.A. and national
electric code standard for commercial
and industrial performance

FLOOR FAN

STAND FAN

14”
Delivers Over 1480 CFM

18”
Delivers Over 2,660 CFM

18”
Delivers Over 6077 CFM

F000575HV

F000580HV

F000581HV

FLOOR FAN

WALL MOUNT FAN

−− All metal construction
−− Black
−− Vertical tilt
−− Powerful air output
−− CUL listed

−− 3 speed settings
−− Wide Angle Oscillation
−− Portable and easy to assemble
−− Easy to dismantle and store
−− Mechanical control
−− CUL listed

14”
FE35-D2

WORKSTATION FAN

BOX FAN

−− All metal construction
−− 3 aluminum blades
−− 3 speed settings
−− Open motor
−− 6.5ft Cord
−− 4500 CFM / 1450 RPM
−− CUL listed

−− Plastic safety grill
With 5 plastic blades
−− 3 speed settings
−− Quiet vibration free operation
−− Built in carry handle
−− Long electrical cord
−− CUL listed

AIRFLOW

18”
SFC1-450W

www.hollandimports.com

16”
WF-16A

20”
HF-203
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AIRFLOW

INDUSTRIAL
HIGH VELOCITY
Industrial high velocity motors
Heavy-duty all metal construction
Individually balanced aluminum blades
2.3M (7.5 ft) Grounded cord

DRUM FANS

PEDESTAL FAN

24”
3,200 - 4,000 CFM Airflow | 1/8 HP Motor

30”
4,500 - 5,500 CFM Airflow | 1/4 HP Motor

30” (Adjustable)
6,000 - 7,000 - 8,500 CFM Airflow

80625

80630

80645

BELT-DRIVEN DRUM FANS
−− 2 Airflow settings
−− 4 Blade oversized fan
−− Large 9” wheels for easy portability

21

36”
9,500 - 13,300 CFM Airflow | 1/3 HP Motor

48”
10,600 - 17,200 CFM Airflow | 1/2 HP Motor

80635

80640
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HEAD OFFICE
2306 MADISON AVENUE
BURNABY. BC | V5C 4Y9

www.hollandimports.com
CALL: 604.299.5741 ∘ FAX: 604.299.1301 ∘ EMAIL: SALES@HOLLANDIMPORTS.COM
TOLL FREE CALL: +1.800.916.9385 ∘ TOLL FREE FAX: +1.800.916.9386

